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About This Game

Weaves of Fate is a unique and epic blend of isometric role playing and tactical strategy. In the far future, a demonic invasion
throughout all of time has been triggered as a result of humanity’s actions. With the timeline shattered and paradoxes cropping
up, the game follows multiple characters in different time periods as they deal with the resulting challenges and conflicts. As

fate’s weaves fall apart and the timeline fractures, the incarnations of reality decide to intervene. To preserve fate and destiny,
Death himself must become mortal and enter the human realm to fix things.

Key Features
- Level-up system: Make your heroes more powerful by upgrading their stats or unlocking new abilities and spells for them to

use in battle.
- Replayability: Replay levels for a better rating and extra upgrade points to spend on making heroes more powerful.

- Powerful abilities: Teleport your character around the battlefield and obliterate enemies with powerful spells.
- Deep and engaging story, spanning across multiple characters and time periods.
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Title: Weaves of Fate
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Tom Kingston
Publisher:
Tom Kingston
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 or later

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8GHz or equivalent processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card (64-bit)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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I bought this immediately when I saw it was a true room scale game with no locomotion - IMO the real value of VR. And
because it was on sale. I would probably NOT have bought it at the normal full price of $10.

At this point in early access it's not good. Two main parts, the first of which is just a simple push-buttons-to-open-doors circular-
labyrinth VERY similar to similar true-room-scale game Unseen Diplomacy. The second is a very weird and seemingly half-
broken puzzle that I managed to get past, but am genuinely unsure if I actually properly 'solved'. And then it's over. Total
playtime less than a half-hour. It's MUCH darker in-game than in the trailers, to a real fault, I think.

Buy this game only if you're fully aware of what you're getting - mostly just the sense of satisfaction of supporting the developer
and the hope that there will be more. I'd suggest the EA price should be much lower, for what there currently is.. work ed 30
MIN AND STOP WORKING so not so much fun. WOW, my 1st impressions about this game were not good! Couldn't get past
the splash screen, yet my PC specs are fairly high. Then I ran an integrity check, which discovered that some files didn’t install
properly, fixed it for me, then everything worked smooth as silk. I have to say, I’m in love with the graphics produced! So good!
Gameplay is fun and addictive! Career mode gets boring quickly though, yet online is always much better! Defo one of my
favorites! 10/10. At least I got it for super cheap. I figured it wouldn't be so bad, but several bad design choices lead to a
frustrating experience. The main gimmick is rotating, but it feels clunky. It's slow by default, but can be sped up with Control-
clicks. The first person camera feels really distanced from your character. A physical body and feet would really help for
jumping in first-person. Also requiring first-person jumps onto a single small tile that disappears at intervals, that's just bad.

I may give Pulse Shift some more effort when I'm in the mood, but I'd recommend to avoid. It makes the mistakes of some of
the worst first-person platformers, and throws in some new mistakes with the weird controls. Tab 3 times to save, what is that?.
Rated J for J word "jackpot!"
dmc1 is fun too. Absolute garbage. Horrible controls and lack of complete control remapping ruin the entire game.
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Game looks like it might be fun if they fix the controller support. Xbox 360 controller here, no excuse for getting THAT
controller support wrong...patch it please so I can play and I will reccomend as long as it's a decent game.. I really don't
understand how this has positive reviews, thank god it was cheap since the whole game feels exactly that.
Scaling is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed UP. First scene in the boat, there's a guy in the ocean who is about 5x bigger than you
who is supposed to be a crewmate to rescue. Gunplay is a standard point and click affair where enemies beeline towards you,
ship combat seems shallow and it just made me start shooting their crew anyway after I hit them twice with my cannons?

The screenshots paint a picture in your mind of some amazing action packed adventure, but what you get feels like some assets
slapped together quickly to make a VR game.

And this is it in a "finished" state? Just don't buy it. Or at least, buy it when it's on sale if you really love to try out every
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game out there like myself.. I like it..... One of the most beautiful games of the genre
I've played.

There was one part that did not seem self-explanatory (got through it anyway) and I have managed to complete all but one of the
puzzles with top marks.

This is the only hidden object game I have played that gives you an alternative minigame to play instead!
I would not pay the full price (having completed almost the entire game in five and a half hours) but I am an incurable
cheapskate and make no bones about it.
This game is fun, enjoyable and not unfairly difficult as some other hidden-object games have proven to be.
The graphics are beautiful and other than a few 1px thick gaps, flawless.

New to and veterans alike should get a kick out of this!

I did experience one crash and one black screen where I had to quit and come back in, but other than that, I experienced no
technical issues.. quot; Funk of Titans is an enjoyable experience, however, its focus on mobile game design will prove an odd
fit for most PC gamers. "

Full review here: http://www.tech-gaming.com/funk-of-titans-pc-review/. Decent Escape game. Hope to see more games from
the devs.. The Westport Independent is a game about censorship. You play the role of an editor who needs to guide his
newspapers and his staff in an ever darker political landscape, always choosing between safety and truth.

I welcome powerful, thought provoking games like this one, and like Papers, Please or This War of Mine. The execution of
TWI is not perfect, certainly not compared to Papers or This War, and the game certainly promises more depth than it delivers,
but it still adds to the catalogue of thought provoking games, which is why I recommend it.. Clever puzzle game with a great
atmosphere and very polished.

9\/10. BGM are ok, no major bug and everything works.

Not for people older than 10 though
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